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MONTANA
River Bowl forums 
give students a say
Final decision up to Dennison
Nancy Storwick
Kaimin Reporter
After two forums and 
nearly three hours of discus­
sion on River Bowl-North, 
Campus Development 
Committee members didn’t 
have any definite answers, 
but they have a better idea 
about what students want.
River Bowl-North is the 
football team’s practice field 
located west of the foot­
bridge near Jacobs Island. It 
covers about a third of the 
River Bowl 
area.
The field’s 
condition has 
been an issue 
for at least 
three years, 
Keith Glaes, 
director of 
Campus 
Recreation, 
said. “It’s 
worn out,” he 
said, adding 
it’s also dan­
gerous using 
the field 
because of 
uneven 
ground and 
broken glass.
Three options the CDC is 
looking at include: continu­
ing limited maintenance, 
rebuilding the field and 
maintaining open access, or 
rebuilding the field, fencing 
it in, and regulating access.
Athletic Director Bill 
Moos said he favors fencing 
the area and regulating 
access, but couldn’t “live 
with” nothing. Either 
rebuilding option comes 
with about a $110,000 price 
tag, paid by an anonymous 
donor.
ASUM Sen. Evan
Katzman said he’s con­
cerned about the disappear­
ance of green space on cam­
pus and the possibility of 
limiting access to the field.
“I guess I just can’t see 
that ‘frisbee in a cage,’ as 
this proposal’s been nick­
named, is any benefit at all,” 
Katzman said.
ASUM President Jolane 
Flanigan said, “My primary 
concern is that the River 
Bowl is accessible to all the 
students.”
She said she’s also con­
cerned about 
the possibili­
ty of 
increased 
student fees 
for field 
maintenance.
The UM 
Jesters, an 
ASUM-spon- 
sored rugby 
club, is con­
cerned that if 
the area is 
fenced in, 
they’ll be 
pushed off- 
campus.
“We need 
a practice 
field,” said Quentin 
Rhoades, a member of the 
club.
Rhoades said if the area 
is fenced in he thinks the 
Athletics Department will 
let rugby teams play for one 
year before pushing them 
off. Two rugby pitches are 
being built on South 
Campus near Domblaser 
Field next fall.
Moos said the committee 
will probably make a recom­
mendation to UM President 
George Dennison late next 
week. Dennison has the 
final say.
River Bowl
proposed changes
Steven Adams/Kaimin
KEITH. GLAES, director of Campus Recreation, left, and 
Quentin Rhoades, a member ofUM’s rugby team, discuss 
options for the management of the River Bowl athletic field 
during an open forum outside the UC at noon Thursday.
Steven Adams/Kaimin 
MONTPIRG board member and UM junior Rachelle Adams collects student opinions Thursday 
regarding the on-campus waste recycling program near a pile of recyclables on the Oval. MontPIRG 
members recovered the recyclables from campus dumpsters during Wednesday night’s “Dumpster 
Dive.” All the aluminum cans were stolen from the pile sometime in the night, Adams said.
Athletic fee compromise...
Same name, different game
Heidi Guth 
for the Kaimin
ASUM Sen. Alison 
Redenius, who last 
Wednesday proposed a com­
promise for the athletic fee to 
UM President George 
Dennison, said Thursday she 
had never heard of a different 
version offered up by 
Dennison a week later.
Dennison told the Montana 
Kaimin Wednesday that he 
would support a compromise 
that would raise the current 
yearly fee of $60 to $70. 
Students could choose to 
check a box on registration 
forms to give $20 to the 
Mansfield Library and the 
remaining $50 going to the 
Athletic Department. 
Students would still receive 
tickets to UM sporting events.
Redenius’ plan, would also 
raise the fee by $10 a year. 
Students checking the box 
would give only $10 to the 
library. The Athletic 
Department would get $60, 
but those students would not 
get tickets, despite the fact 
that they would be paying the 
same amount of money they 
are now.
Redenius said Thursday 
that she was surprised to hear 
of Dennison’s proposal. 
Dennison had not mentioned 
it to her, nor had Jim Todd, 
vice president of 
Administration and Finance, 
when he went over the figures 
of her proposal last Friday, 
she said.
She offered the conserva­
tive compromise hoping that it 
would win over Dennison, who 
had said previously that he
opposed giving students a 
choice, Redenius said. To her 
knowledge, that was the plan 
they were working on. The 
plan was so preliminary that 
she hasn’t even put anything 
on paper, she said.
Redenius said she’s cau­
tiously optimistic about 
Dennison’s plan, but wary 
because he agreed to compro­
mise so quickly. She said she 
fears that the compromise 
would give the administration 
an excuse to raise the fee 
every year.
She will meet with 
Dennison again Wednesday to 
find out how his plan will 
work, she said. Dennison and 
Todd were in Helena 
Thursday and unavailable for 
comment.
Chuck Maes, the Athletic
See “Redenius” page 10
Festival to show diverse Middle East
Shir-Khim Go
for the Kaimin
There’s more to the Middle 
East than camels, deserts and 
terrorists, said UM history 
Professor Mehrdad Kia.
Kia, one of the chief organiz­
ers for the upcoming Middle 
Eastern and North African 
Cultural Festival, said this is 
“a one-time opportunity” to 
learn about the Middle Eastern 
and North African world.
The week-long event offers 
tastes of Middle Eastern and 
North African culture through 
food, music, talks and films, 
whose purpose is to turn “reli­
gious and terrorist fanatics to 
real, human beings who laugh, 
who cry, as real and human as 
we are,” Kia said.
“What’s troubling to me is 
that when people talk about 
Middle East, they simplify 
everything.” Kia said. “There 
are violence, fanatics and ter­
rorists. But there are also mod­
erate people, people who prac­
tice religion. The main purpose 
(of the event) is to highlight the 
complexity, to let people know 
they are ordinary people strug­
gling for life, against oppres­
sion.”
Ray Risho, who’s in charge 
of selecting the menu for 
Wednesday’s Cultural Night, 
thinks likewise.
“Every time Arabs are 
depicted in the movies, they are 
ugly, dirty, mean and sneaky,” 
Risho said. “People in America 
have bigoted views of the 
Middle East. That’s why we 
want to represent the culture, 
to depict people of the Middle 
East as family of the human 
race.”
Risho, who has origins in 
Assyria, an ancient empire in 
Southwest Asia, said food and 
music are two of the best sam­
ples of a culture.
“The first thing you do is to 
go to a restaurant when you go 
to a new place, and listen to the
music,” he said.
Besides food and music, 
movies are another way to 
learn about a culture, accord­
ing to UM French Professor 
Michel Valentin, Kia’s partner 
in organizing the event, who 
also teaches about French cine­
ma.
“Movies are the quickest 
way to confront humanity,” he 
said. “Good movies transcend 
boundaries and languages.”
He said he is especially fas­
cinated by the role of women in 
the Middle Eastern cinema, in 
which women are portrayed as 
liberated and oppressed all at 
once. In contrast, women in 
western cinema have less 
ambiguity, and are more fixed 
in one role, whether it is a 
mother, wife or lover.”You 
expect the Arab world to cate­
gorize women, but it does not,” 
he said. “I think there is a les­
son for the West. We pride our-
See “Women” page 12
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UC wish list 
] balloons to 
j $7 million.
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Prepare for Tuesday’s 
elections: Check out 
the candidates.
EDITORIAL
Students can 
make the best 
of River Bowl
The list of war crimes seems long 
in the administration’s assault on 
campus green space. Next year, the 
new Business Building will consume 
60 percent of the Clover Bowl, a 
popular student recreation area. 
Then the Davidson Honors College 
will occupy prime campus real 
estate on the Oval, against student 
wishes.
And now they want to fence off a 
third of the River Bowl, another 
place students go to play, to keep 
the football team’s practice field 
safe from crap-happy dogs, shards 
of glass and other little dangers.
Like all other offenses, the fence 
around River Bowl-North is 
inevitable. The green fence will wel­
come you back next year.
But this time, students can agree 
to an inevitable decision on their 
own terms. This four-foot-high 
fence doesn’t have to restrict access 
at all, it will protect football players 
and frisbee chuckers alike and we 
won’t have to pay one dime extra. 
Let the fence go up, but give stu­
dents controlled access, not limited.
The Athletic Department says it 
needs a fence to keep dogs that crap 
and glass that breaks off the field 
that the football team practices on. 
The field also drains poorly. The 
Athletic Department wants to kill 
two birds with one stone by rebuild­
ing the area so that it will drain 
right, and the fence would keep field 
abusers away. A private donation 
will pay for all this.
Less desirable possibilities on a 
fenceless River Bowl include not 
doing anything, giving all unlimited 
access and replanting the area 
every year, which costs up to 
$11,000 and is an injury liability for 
all. Another is to rebuild the field 
anyway, give everybody access and 
repair the field annually, probably 
at the cost of another feared student 
fee. The third is to put a fence 
around the field, after which the 
Athletic Department would pay the 
money to maintain it, and limit stu­
dent use of the field.
The field should be redone to 
save injuries to anybody who uses it 
and the fence should be built to 
keep field abusers away.
But River Bowl-North should also 
still be open to all. Students who 
want to use it should check in with 
the nearby Recreation Annex moni­
tor, who would tell them the ground 
rules: no glass, no dogs and stay off 
the field if its soft. Abusers would 
be considered vandals and prosecut­
ed accordingly. The monitor would 
glance out the door periodically to 
make sure everybody is following 
the rules. The field would be open 
from dawn till dusk, just like the 
gym in the Rec Annex.
And everybody’s happy. The foot­
ball team gets a safe practice field, 
and other students get a great place 
to kick back on a crap-free, glass- 
free and less injury-prone field. All 
that, and no additional student fees.
—Kevin Crough
Suck it all up, Dom
If you read yesterday’s Missoulian, 
you know a little bit about the Hoover 
Vacuum Cleaner Company. You know 
about their plan gone awry. You know 
that they offered free international 
airline tickets to customers in Britain 
and Ireland who bought their prod­
ucts.
You also know that the people who 
came up with this game plan mistak­
enly counted on airline ticket prices 
from 1961 compared to projected vacu­
um cleaner prices for the year 2087. 
An honest mistake, approved by those 
overworked, underpaid peoples we call 
Chief Executive Officers.
Well, the prospective 
tidynuppers/Flyguysrgals came out in 
droves to buy the contraptions. When 
it was time for Hoover to make good 
on their offer and they realized they 
would be left an estimated 472 billion 
dollars in the hole, it was a moment 
for some quick thinking.
The Hoover gods called a press con­
ference where, broadcasting over the 
wires to the two island nations, they 
made this statement—
“We were just kidding.”
Word is, within an instant, in both 
countries, the deafening roar of the 
millions of shiny new dirt digesters 
was silenced.
The shock, of course, quickly turned 
to rage and the people all took to the 
streets with their cleaners in the air, 
beating one another over the head
Letters to the Editor
Students, let Dennison 
know value of library
Editor:
Recently we attended a meeting 
with Erling Oelz, the director of 
Public Services at the Mansfield 
Library. The purpose of the meeting 
was to persuade Mr. Oelz that the stu­
dents want the library hours to be 
extended. Before our meeting, we con­
ducted a survey of 106 students. The 
results proved to us that students 
want and need the library hours 
extended. Mr. Oelz supports us com­
pletely, however, we need to figure out 
a way to come up with the funds. In 
order to avoid tacking another fee onto 
our bills, we need to voice our opinions 
to President Dennison. We need your 
support. The more letters we write the 
more convincing we’ll be. The library 
is a place for all of us to study. It 
should be available to all students. Do 
your part today and write your letter.
A group of concerned students.
Jennifer Boston 
Jolyn Eggart 
Kelly King 
Kim Mah 
Michelle Masterson
Column 
by 
Shecky 
Daly
with dust filled vacuum bags.
All the people, that is, except for 
one brave Englishman ...
Earlier in the year, across the pond 
(as I like to call that big salt stuff 
between here and Yerrup), an unsus­
pecting male casino worker is groped. 
He turns around to face the offender 
and becomes numb fixing his sights on 
a person he thought was happily mar­
ried to Burt Reynolds—Dom DeLuise.
Well, you can imagine the initial 
reaction of the male casino worker. I 
believe he exclaimed, “Wow, what an 
honor—being groped by Dom DeLuise. 
The late 20th century’s answer to 
Walt Whitman!”
Fortunately, the precipitation of 
our litigatory society permeated his 
brain in time for him to slap a sex 
charge on Dorn’s considerable ass.
To this Dom replied. “C’mon, grop­
ing guys? This is MERV s casino— 
WHEN IN ROME AND ALL THAT!!!”
Robert Reisinger 
Courtney Rohlen 
Erik Pritchard
Cobain was formative 
voice in our generation
Editor:
In his editorial on the suicide of 
Kurt Cobain, Michael David Thomas 
has missed the point.
Within the last five years or so, 
movies (Slacker), books (Generation 
X), and pop music charts have alerted 
media types, market researchers and 
others to the existence of a newly 
emerging demographic group. As they 
struggle to define just who we are and 
what makes us tick, we struggle our­
selves with the same questions. The 
twentysomethings are a frustrated lot, 
trying to make do with a crumbling 
world we didn’t create, and, try as we 
may (or not), often powerless to 
change it. In dealing with the realities 
of an often cruel world, and faced with 
the imminent responsibility of inherit­
ing the reins of a troubled superpow­
er, we have developed countless 
means of escape from the stresses and 
frustrations of the future we face. 
Some are creative outlets, some are
But the charge is pressed and 
happy Dom is forced to go on the lam.
This is where the stories come 
together.
The afore-mentioned brave man in 
Hoover-torn England just so happened 
to have the Hoover guy at his house 
when the afore-mentioned, “we were 
just kidding” speech was broadcast.
He decided to take individual, mas­
sive action.
Instead of joining the other rioters 
on the street, he blocked the Hoover 
guy’s van in his driveway, pledging 
not to let him leave until he had been 
rightfully granted his international 
ticket. As sure as he was he was doing 
the right thing, he couldn’t deny the 
uneasy feeling this guy gave him. His 
beard, his beret, his love of all things 
consumable. He had seen the big fella 
somewhere on TV. Between episodes 
of “Upstairs/Downstairs” and “Seven 
Brides for Seven Brothers” perhaps.
Aha!
“You’re not the Hoover guy at all, 
you’re Dom DeLuise!” escaped his typ­
ically British over-enthusiasm.
“No poppa, I’m Paul Prudhomme.” 
The gourmand sheepishly informed 
him. “That chicken lovin’ DeLuise is in 
Greece.”
-Shecky Daly would pay to be 
groped by Dom DeLuise, Paul 
Prudhomme, Bert Reynolds, Merv 
Griffin or Red Buttons.
destructive, many 
are both. Our frus­
tration and our urge I 
to escape are reflect­
ed in much of the 
film, literature, fash­
ion and music we pro­
duce. The same ele­
ments fuel our drug use, our apathy 
and our violence. In life, Kurt Cobain 
embodied the crossover between the 
creative and destructive components 
of our generation’s struggle to come of 
age. In death, he should signal to us 
that something is wrong.
I agree that in taking his own life, 
Cobain was irresponsible, selfish and 
weak. But the significance of his death 
goes beyond that. The issue isn’t 
whether or not you liked or listened to 
Nirvana. It isn’t about irrelevant com­
parisons to Lennon or debates of his 
talent. It doesn’t matter if Cobain 
couldn’t carry a tune in a bucket; what 
matters is that his was an important 
voice in a generation still very much 
in its formative years, and in trying to 
deal with the realities of our world, he 
went too far. We need to do better.
Alan T. Moore 
sophomore, journalism
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International Month Notes
Thailand is the only, nation in mainland Southeast Asia to have avoided colonial domi­
nation, allowing it to preserve much of its traditional society, its religious traditions and its 
ancient India-derived conception of governmental authority. It’s name means “land of the 
free.” It was known as Siam until 1939.
KAIMINMONTANA
SUSAN SELIG WALLWORK, director of survey research with the University of Montana Bureau of 
an^JRcon.o.rtflc Research, released results of a Montana Poll on gun control at a news conference
1 hursday. The poll found most Montanans supported the Brady Bill and a ban on assault rifles
Survey:
Majority of Montanans 
in favor of gun control
Tom Lutey
Kaimin Reporter
Although Montanans out-gun 
other Americans, a survey by UM 
says nearly two-thirds of the 
state’s citizens surveyed favor 
some form of gun control.
“Even when they had guns in 
their own households, there was 
considerable support for the 
Brady law and the ban on assault 
weapons,” Susan Selig Wallwork, 
director of the UM Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research, 
said at a press conference 
Thursday.
The survey, which polled 405 
Montanans, found that six 
respondents in 10 favored the 
Brady law, which calls for a back­
ground check on all firearms buy­
ers and a five-day waiting period. 
A third of the respondents 
opposed it.
I N T H E ARTS
CELEBRATING WOMEN
Wallwork said only 6 percent 
of Montanans were undecided on 
the issue, a significantly low 
number for any survey. “People 
do have opinions on this,” she 
said. “Very few were undecided.”
Brady support was highest 
among college graduates at 77 
percent overall.
Seventy-five percent of the 
Democrats supported the law, 
while Republican support was 53 
percent. “Republicans were the 
group that showed the least sup­
port for the Brady law or the 
assault ban,” Wallwork said.
Only 24 percent favored a 
handgun ban, while 69 percent 
opposed.
About two-thirds of the house­
holds surveyed had firearms. 
Two-thirds of those said their 
firearms were for recreation use.
A national Gallup poll taken 
in 1993 revealed that 48 percent 
of American households were in 
possession of firearms, well below 
Montana’s 69 percent.
Respondents for the poll were 
selected through random digital 
telephone sampling which pro­
portionately selects numbers 
throughout the state. Surveyors 
then selected one adult respon­
dent from each household. The 
margin of error is plus or minus 5 
percent.
WHO WRITE
TOUR 
NEW ZEALAND 
SPRING SEM. '95 
U.M. CREDITS
Patricia Goedicke Elizabeth Horn
Goedicke most recently the author of Paul Bunyan's Bearskin, 
and The Tongues We Speak. She was the resident artist at Villa 
Ser Belloni on Lake Como, Italy, and a member of The 
University of Montana faculty.
Hom is the author of Coastal Wildflowers of the Pacific 
Northwest. A native of Crown Point, Indiana, she holds 
a bachelor7s degree in biology and a master’s degree 
in plant ecology. Hom lives in Missoula where she 
serves as Director of Public Affairs for the Northern 
Region of the U.S. Forest Service.
Sandra Perrin Charlotte Kasl
Perrin is the author of Organic Gardening in Cold Climates. 
She was raised near Toulouse, France, learning organic 
gardening methods from her father. Sandra moved to Montana 
in 1969 and adapted the techniques learned as a child.
Noted author of One Journey: Moving Beyond the 12 
Steps, and Women, Sex, and Addiction: A Search for 
Love and Power, her most recent book, Finding Joy: 
101 Ways to Free Your Spirit and Dance with Life, is a 
New York Times Best seller. Kasl is also a Ph.D. in 
Guidance and Counseling.
Sheryl Noethe Virginia Carmichael
Noethe is the author of The Descent of Heaven over the Lake, a 
collection of poems, and Poetry Everywhere. She has taught 
poetry since 1974, and is a recipient of an NEA Poetry 
Fellowship and the Richard Hugo Award.
Carmichael is a freelance writer and editor in Missoula. 
Starting next fall she will be teaching 20th Century 
American Culture and Post Colonial Literature at The 
University of Montana English Department.
TODAY STARTING AT 12 IN THE UC BOOKSTORE
Books by these authors will be available for 
signing at 20% off during the event. Other
local authors have been invited to attend. 
Refreshments will be served.
Informational Meeting 
and
Slide show
Wed 27 Apr. SC304,7:30pm
Interested students should 
contact Geology Dept before 
finals week.
SC 311 (8-12,1-5)
■ Tel 243-2341 ■
Dine in or Take Out 
or Delivered ($10 min.)
Limited area
Mon.-Thur. 11a.m.-8 p.m. 
Frl.-Sat. 11a.m.-9 p.m.
Purchase a Burrito or 
Enchilada entree and 
. get a Large Soda 
FREE!
728-1728
700 SW Higgins 
Missoula
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Pride Week...
Gays ask students to protest law
Karuna Eberl
for the Kaimin
Members of the gay and les­
bian community asked students 
to protest Montana’s deviate 
sex law, at a speakout in the 
UC Thursday afternoon.
“Stand up for the fundamen­
tal rights of all citizens,” said 
Diane Sands, the executive 
director of the Montana 
Women’s Lobby. “In the future 
we hope we don’t find ourselves 
as felons just because of who we 
love.”
Currently, under Montana 
law, anyone who has sexual 
intercourse with a member of 
the same sex 
can be sen­
tenced to up 
to 10 years in 
prison and 
fined up to 
$50,000. 
There are 
currently six 
people who 
have taken 
the law to 
court, accus­
ing it of vio­
lating Montana’s constitution.
Thursday’s speakout was 
part of Gay Pride Week, which
In the future we hope we don’t find 
ourselves as felons 
just because of who 
we love. ’
—Diane Sands, 
executive director,
Montana Women’s Lobby
Schedule of Events
Today
LAMBDA table in the 
University Center, 10 a.m.- 
2 p.m.
Musicians, speakers and 
open microphone, noon to 1 
p.m., UC
The Book Garden from 
Denver will be selling gay 
books and merchandise in 
the UC all day 
will continue with open micro­
phones, films, and other activi­
ties through Sunday. A similar 
event, Gay 
Pride 
Weekend, will 
be held in 
June. Both are 
an attempt to 
make the gay 
and lesbian 
community 
more visible, 
said Sandy 
Hale, the exec­
utive director 
of PRIDE, a 
gay and lesbian political group.
According to Sands, nearly 
10 percent of Montana’s popula-
ERNIE WATTS saxophone
FRIDAY, APRIL 29 
8:00 PM
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS-$6.00
GENERAL ADMISSION-$8.00
Edge of the World Party, 
9 p.m., Elks club ($5 admis­
sion)
Friday-Sunday
AIDS memorial quilt in 
the Whitefish Sr. High 
School gym.
Sixth annual Gay and 
Lesbian Film Festival at 
the Crystal Theater ($3 gen­
eral, $2 students) 
tion is gay.
“If you don’t think you know 
any gay people, think again,” 
she said. “We’re the people sit­
ting next to you in church and 
the people sitting next to you in 
the classroom.”
Everyone can help our com­
munity become more aware and 
tolerant of the gay community, 
Sands said. Don’t tolerate vio­
lent or bigoted ideas or actions, 
and people will thank you for it 
in the long run, she said.
Wednesday, April 27 • 4 p.m. - 5 p.m
McGill Hall, Room 28
BOBBY SHEWtrumpet
SATURDAY, APRIL 30
8:00 PM
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS-$6.00 
GENERAL ADMISSION-$8.00
WITH THE UM JAZZ BAND UNDER THE 
DIRECTION OF LANCE BOYD
TICKET OUTLETS;
UC BOX OFFICE, MORGENROTH 
MUSIC CENTER, ELECTRONIC SOUND 
& PERCUSSION, ROCKIN’ RUDY’S
SPONSORS:
UM SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS. 
UM MUSIC DEPARTMENT. ASUM
/me |
*Missobdla's* 
Jreshest New Clothing Store 
Jor Qidgs & (girls!!
508 E. I$roadway • 549-5585
During the registration period, April 18 - April 29, you might wish to phone ahead or stop by 
and make an appointment so you won't have to wait long.
LARGE NEW YORK 16"
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Tuesday, April 26, Urey 8 PM 
"U.S.-Arab Relations:
Conceptions & Misconceptions 
DR. JOHN DUKE ANTHONY
♦
Wednesday, April 27, 7 PM 
Cultural Night & Banquet 
First United Methodist Church
♦
Thursday, April 28, Urey 6:30 PM 
"Nationalism & Modem Themes in Middle 
Eastern & North African Cinema" 
DR. ALI AHMIDA
♦
Friday, April 29, Urey 6:30 PM 
"Kurds: The First Flower People" 
DR. MEHRDAD IZADY & DR. VERA SAEEDPOUR
♦
Saturday, April 30, Jouralism 304 6:30 PM 
"The Representation of Women in Arab Cinema " 
DR. ALIA ARASOUGHLY
For more information call Mehrdad Kia at 243-2979
2 TOPPING PIZZA
and 2 DRINKS or one 
order of HOT STICKS
OPEN:
Sun. - Thurs. 11J
Fri. - Sat. 11 -I
700 S.W. Hig
728-75
UM til
festival 94
IMhical Therapy Advising Sessions for Fall SaMHli
E M P O R I U M
Middle Eastern & North African 
Cultural Festival
Celebrate Earth Day
with
Ute
Saturday, April 23 |
7 p.m.
_____Bonner Park
Sponsored by ECO-Education, 
M.U.D. Project, Recycle Msla.
Delivered FREE with J
No coupon reqt
Good through May 15 j
YOUR OUTDOOR HEADQUARTERS
SPORTSMAN'S 
SURPLUS
Hi
HI COUNTRY'S 5TH ANNUAL
OLD BICYCLE 
TRADE-IN DAYS
SPORTS SPECIALISTS 
TREMPER’S SHOPPING CENTER
Bring in any bike, any 
condition, and trade it 
in for a new mountain 
bike at HiCountry! 
Bring in 10-speeds, 
3-speeds, no-speeds, 
BMX's, old mountain 
bikes for a guaranteed 
trade-in allowance of 
$30 or more.
Guaranteed
minimum
TRADE-IN
20 NAME BRAND MOUNTAIN BIKE STYLES TO CHOOSE
BY SCOTT, RALEIGH, & NISHIKI
Bike financing 90 days to pay same as cash or 
90 days deferred on approved credit
B AA /I The M40 has a strong and durable frame,
BE A4 E B ■¥■■■■0 chrome-mofy seat and steerer tube wtth over­
size fork blades. It comes wtth the C5018- 
speed group, stainless steel spokes, an easy-to-use micro-adjust seat post, and quick-release front and rear 
wheel.
AA 4B BA BL ^he Mohaka Is a feature-packed
| | BTB AA BE AA mountain bike designed for comfort
and easy use. A 21 -speed drivetrain 
with Shlmano and GripShift parts allows you to tackle even the steepest terrain wtth ease. Available In either 
the traditional diamond or step-through designs.
AIIR"UIKI A Arroyo Is defined as a dry gully or afltfl |^B4 I K I A* B<B«E ]Yl 1 st-eam • $mce there s a difference■ wlwllllEI ^4BEBEbB < MB ihere, we built the Anoyo toget 
you out of that dry gully before It 
becomes that stream or raging ttver It has a cr-mo main tube and a cr-mo fat blade fork And its availabe In 
both men's and women's sizes Thanks to the GripShift system you get a full 21 speeds on thye Arroyo And 
that's not all the specs you also get Shlmano AIMo derailleurs, a super-soft synthetic saddle, MaxxJs tires wtth a 
great on- or off-road tread - and both men's and women's bikes come In really cool, yet technical colors.
RALEIGH M-50 The M50 has a strong chrome-moly fork with oversize blades. It comes with Shlmano AIMo 21 
speed Rapid Fire Unlshlft system, Hyperdrive-C 
chain rings, triple top tube cable routing and quick-release Shlmano Parallax hubs.
AA Bkl BP SCOTT Adventure geometry SCOTT
BWWF B B I Cr-Mo frame Shlmano AIMo/Altus
component system wtth RapIdFIre 
shifters Zero-maintenance Shlmano sealed bearing bottom bracket Alloy bars and TIG rise-style mountain 
stem
Technically there's no dif­
ference between men 
and women on the 
Manitoba Both models 
have Shlmano's AIMo Hyperdrive-C drive train, AIMo RapIdFIre Plus-style shifters,top-tube cable routing for
smooth shifting and long cable life, Fusion alloy rims and Maxxis tires with a great on- or off-road tread And 
it's designed and built In the U.S A It says so right on It
NISHIKI MANITOBA
^F^A AA SCOTT adventure geometry SCOTT OSV B B B ^RByB fr H Cr-Mo tubes and stays SCOTT SRP Cr-Mo
fork Shlmano AIMo components with 
Hyperdrive-C Alloy bars and TIG Cr-Mo stem Mountain pedals with Cr-Mo axles
n I Rr I |^l AA The M6° has 8 strons and durab|e chrome-moly
BE Bw^bB BtB" ^B^B fr8mc w,th the Tomac-lnsplred RPD system for
precise handling and control. It comes with STX 
Rapid Fire Plus shifters, bar ends, toe dips, triple-top tube cable routing, and Shlmano Parallax alloy hubs.
BB ^B^B B * B ■ B SCOTT adventure geometry SCOTT OS Cr-BkB tubcs and stays SCOTT SRP fork SCOTT
W W MB B B 14 Bb MB AA at’2 bflre Shlmano STX/AlMo components
with Hyperdrive-C and Rapldflre-Plus Araya 
GP-710 rims with stainless spokes and Ritchey tires
All mountain bikes from Hi Country have a full lifetime 
frame warranty, plus 1 year warranty on parts S’ 
components with free tune-ups for 1 st year.
SCOTT CHENANGO
SCOTT AT-2 bars Shlmano STX components with Hyperdrive-C and 
stainless spokes Alloy micro-adjust seatpost
SCOTT Adventure geometry 
SCOTT OS butted Cr-Mo 
tubes and stays SCOTT SRP 
triple-butted Cr-Mo fork 
RapIdFIre-Plus Araya GP-710 rims with
STORE 
HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 9-9
Sat. 9-6 
Sun. 10-5
YOUR OUTDOOR headquarters
SPORTSMAN'S 
SURPLUS
HI
*269 
s289 
*299
*320 
*325
*349
*399 
*410
*499
*569
COUNTRY
SPORTS SPECIALISTS
TREMPER’S SHOPPING CENTER > 721-3992
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Outstanding faculty, staff awarded
Tom Cotton
for the Kaimin
History Department 
Chairman William Farr, who 
has taken a hands-off approach 
to running the History 
Department, was honored for 
this administrative style and 
his service to UM Tuesday 
afternoon
Farr and 12 other people 
were honored at the faculty and 
staff awards reception. The 
award winners are nominated 
by their co-workers and super­
visors. Committees are then 
formed to examine the nomi­
nees and choose a winner. 
Gayle Zachariasen, 
Administrative Secretary for 
the Chemistry Department and 
outstanding staff award win­
ner, said that committees look 
mainly for service to the 
University in determining win­
ners. She also said that they 
take into consideration how 
long an employee has worked 
for UM and evidence of a pleas­
ant attitude.
Farr was pleased by winning 
the Administrative Service 
Award, which is given to a 
department chair or a program 
director. “This award is a 
acknowledgement that the 
right administrative direction 
had been taken (for the history 
department),” Farr said. He 
also praised the staff in the his­
tory department. “We have 
horses here and you don’t get in 
front of horses,” Farr said. 
“Instead you gently lead from 
behind. “
Besides his duties as an 
administrator, Farr was hon­
ored for his service to the histo­
ry department. He works with 
the Center for the Rocky 
Mountain West which sponsors 
programs about Western histo­
ry. Zachariasen also was 
pleased with her award as the 
Outstanding Staff member for 
fall semester. She said, “It was 
a real honor that Dr. Field 
(Richard Field, The 
Department Chair for the
Chemistry Department) and 
my peers thought I was deserv­
ing of it.”
She said she has been active 
in the Staff Senate and the staff 
union. Zachariasen will receive 
a $1,000 stipend with the
A ward winners:
Outstanding Academic 
Advising—George McRae, pro­
fessor, math
Distinguished Teacher— 
Patricia Douglas, professor, 
accounting and finance 
Distinguised Scholar— 
Kenneth Lockridge, professor, 
history
Outstanding Staff—Gayle 
Zachariasen, secretary, chem­
istry, Fall 1993; Paul Marsh, 
software specialist, Computer 
Information Services. Spring, 
1994
Most Inspirational Teacher 
Award—Dan Cahalan, profes-
award which was raised to 
equal the faculty award. She 
said UM President George 
Dennison has appreciated the 
efforts of the staff and that is 
why he increased the award 
money.
sor, management
Academic Administrator— 
William Farr, professor, history 
Administrative Service— 
Eftychia Koehn, director 
Foreign Student Office 
Outstanding Service 
Award—William Fisher, educa­
tion; Ken Thuerbach, business 
administration
Univeristy of Montana 
Diversity Award—Larry
LaCounte, project director and 
adjuct professor of curriculum 
and instruction
John Ruffatto Memorial 
A ward—William Wilmot, pro­
fessor, communications
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s McPARTLAND
A virtuoso performance at 
the piano with McPartland's 
personal style of jazz
Wednesday,
April 27 •
University
Tickets available
I at all TIC-IT-E-Z 
outlets or 243-499
ALPHA l\"1 l\ DELTA
TRINITY BAILLIE
ASUM SENATE WRITE-IN CANDIDATE
APRIL 26th and 27th
Write-in Candidates names
MUST BE SPELLED CORRECTLY on ballots!
The Karnin apologizes for incorrectly spellrg Trinity's name on her Wednesday and 
Tuesday ad. Please be sire to spel her name correctly on the ballot!
ASUM GENERAL ELECTION
Would you like to be able to use the Student Health Service in the 
summer EVEN if you’re not enrolled for summer session?
If so, do the following:
• You must pay the Student Health Service
fee ($67.50) in order to be eligible for services.
• This special registration for Summer Health 
Services will begin Monday, May 2.
• Register at either the Controller's Office 
or the Registration Center.
ohjA io- ou/i neat ts-uiaiieA. & o^ice^iAJ
Michael Letson, Jr. - President
Cory Rigler - V. President 
Katy Seitz - Treasurer
Maura Joyce - Secretary 
Teresa Nutting - Social Chair 
Jessica Osburn - Historian
Donald Olinger 
Joseph Onder
Interested in
SUMMER Blue Cross 
Blue Shield INSURANCE?
you wish to purchase SUMMER Blue Cross Blue Shield insurance 
coverage, you'll be able to register and pay the fee during a special 
registration period. The summer insurance fee is $128.
Register for this special insurance Monday, May 2 - Friday, May 13 ONLY.
I thri summer coverage, you may do so during this registration period.
Lynette Anderson 
Marni Ballnt 
Wendy Best 
Ellison Bollwit
Robert Bourniague 
Crystal Bridges 
Brooke Budde
Joseph Onder 
Heath Canfield 
Megan Colosuro 
Anna Chlnlkailo 
Mlri Disney
Jenifer Edinger 
Shannon Epler 
Matthew Farnham
Kathleen Fisher 
Lisa Garber 
Jennifer Gardner 
Michael Gebhardt 
Heather Giles 
Gillian Glaes 
Thomas Harrington 
Jeannie Holovnla 
Michael Heyn 
Julie Johnson 
John Keeley 
Erin Kruger 
Allison Lamphler 
Jennifer McKee 
Alan Miller 
Renee Montemerlo
 
Zachary Perry 
Nadira Redd 
Rachel Reis 
Patricia Shevlin 
Sara Smith 
Autumn Spurlock 
Joshua Sticka 
Jody Svendsen 
DaqITu 
Claudia Walraven 
Carmen Wandler 
Susan Weaver 
Larry Williams, Jr.
FRESHMEN • SOPHOMORES 
JUNIORS • SENIORS
WANT TO ELY?
Students interested in Military Aviation are invited to 
Minuteman Aviation (at Missoula Airport) on April 26th, 
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. to learn about Marine Corps aviation 
opportunities and attend a free orientation flight.
Call 1-800-888-8762 to schedule a seat and
get more information.
g 0 Montana Kaimin, Friday, April 22,1994
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Theatre
Tuesday, April 26 
and 
Wednesday, April 27 
UC Center 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
SENATORS
Who do you want to represent YOU?
Bring your student I.D. and VOTE!
Your chance to give your Imput on the 
athletic fee/library fee choice issue.
pbis.'.
Cows will milk the music
MARIAN MCPARTLAND will be bringing her own personal 
style of piano jazz to Missoula this coming Wednesday. 
McPartland is an accomplished “sensitive” (not delicate) key­
boardist whose particular style and diversity—ranging from 
be-bop to blues—has won her international fame. She’s been on 
everything and been everywhere. She is also in her 18th season 
of her Peabody Award-winning show on National Public 
Radio, “Marian McPdrtland’s Piano Jazz.” Jazz greats such as 
Herbie Hancock and Chick Korea have appeared on her show. 
With bassist James Cox and drummer Charles Braughm, 
McPartland will grace the University Theatre stage April 27 at 
8p.m. Tickets are on sale at all TIC-IT-E-Z outlets and are 
$16 for general public, $15 for seniors and UM faculty and 
staff and $12 for students.
Andy Hate
Rock ‘n’ Roll Pantywaist
With a lot of band names, 
what you see is what you get. 
Monikers like Deformed 
Conscience, Dismember and 
Pungent Stench pretty much 
tell that you’re in for an ass- 
whuppin’ before you even slap 
the vinyl down. Likewise, I’m 
sure no one ever accused soft- 
rockers like the Posies or the 
Sundays of deceptive packag­
ing.
But how about the Cows? 
Now there’s a loaded image if 
ever there was one. Sacred 
cow, cash cow—as my linguis­
tics prof would put it, the 
metaphors implied here have 
since fallen from the 
Pragmatosphere and returned 
to the domain of semantics. In 
other words, the word has 
been plundered for all it’s 
worth. Whether you look at old 
Bessie as the Ur-mother of 
human civilization, day six in 
a Hindu twelve-step program 
or just plain wingtips and olive 
loaf, it’s sheer retarded genius 
to name your band after her!
You’re completely within 
your rights to scratch your 
head about what such a band 
might sound like. If you’ve 
found yourself alternatively- 
challenged in the past, you 
may feel that anything named 
after a ruminate is probably 
farther than you wish to throw 
your dollar. Like James Joyce 
and John Ritter, the Cows try 
to shake all but a select few 
adventurous and (inappropri­
ately twisted souls.
Like a lot of their 
Minneapolis contemporaries, 
Cows have had to sift through 
the talus left in the wake of 
That One Big Band That 
Came From Minneapolis, 
Husker Dii. Some.factions, 
like Sellout Asylum and a few 
less stellar bands, have picked 
up the melodic end, occasional­
ly forsaking the fury that pro­
pelled the Huskers for citizen­
ship in the joke of an 
Alternative Nation, Winona 
Ryder and all the trimmings. 
But a fair pack of bands 
haven’t lost touch with that 
raucous, singularly 
Minneapolis discontent, born 
no doubt of putting up with a 
crap football team and having 
their asses frozen solid for 
nine months out of the year.
Cows crunch and squall 
with feedback, lull you into 
false security with the 
“Midnight Cowboy” theme and 
then untie all your tubes at 
once with “Hitting the Wall.” 
Lead singer Shannen Selberg 
thrills and chills with his styl­
ish pant, elastic shrieking 
voice and the unsurpassed 
quality of his surgical jelly. 
His lunatic stage antics have 
gotten him into trouble more 
than once. One particular inci­
dent at a Seattle show 
launched an ink war in Rocket 
, spanning several months. 
Just keep an eye on his mis­
chievous loins and you’re 
bound to be okay.
Moo. Cows will do the nasty 
Saturday at the Elks Lodge 
Ballroom. They will be accom­
panied by four opening bands, 
which I have chosen to anno­
tate with a one-word descrip­
tion: The Banned (evocative), 
Hughes (cuddly), Lorax (sup­
ple), and Honky Sausage (fes­
tive). Tickets are five bucks. 
Music by nine o’ clock, they 
swear.
Weekend Excursions
Combination Platter 
serves up culture clash
Shir-Khim Go
Kaimin Arts Reporter
When it comes to Chinese 
food, it’s usually either too 
American or too Chinese. Even 
the Chinese themselves have 
different tastes, depending on 
where they originate. But a 
good Chinese dish caters to 
everyone.
And this is exactly what 
director/writer/producer Tony 
Chan achieves in his first fea­
ture-length film, Combination 
Platter.
Hong Kong native Robert 
(played by Jeff Lau) comes to 
America to work in a Chinese 
restaurant. He tries to get a 
green card via fake marriages, 
first to an Asian American, 
then to a lonely Caucasian 
woman in her thirties, Claire. 
However, it is only through his 
work that he finds real friends, 
both American and Chinese.
I didn’t see the film with 
any great expectations. 
Chinese-American movies are 
usually pretty lousy. However, 
Director Chan has a deep 
understanding of the issues, 
which he presents in subtle 
ways. He is also unbiased 
when dealing with inter-cul­
ture relationships, showing the 
sides from both the American 
and Chinese point of view.
We first see Robert repri­
manded by customers because 
he couldn’t understand what 
they’re saying. When one cus­
tomer reminds another that 
Robert is, after all, a Chinese, 
the angry customer yells, “This 
is a Chinese restaurant in 
America, damn it!”
However, Chan also shows 
how Americans suffer at the 
hands of Chinese, through 
Benny, the only white waiter 
in the restaurant. The other 
Chinese waiters push Benny 
around and make fun of him in 
Cantonese. When he asks what 
they’re talking about, they 
either say nothing or say some­
thing different.
However, simple human 
decency triumphs over racial 
barriers when Robert takes 
over Benny’s unpleasant role 
to reveal the waiter who steals 
the other waiters’ tips. Robert 
knows that Benny, who saw 
the stealing, would not be 
taken seriously because he’s 
new to the restaurant.
Combination Platter also 
demonstrates the manner in 
which even the Chinese them­
selves are divided. One of the 
most hilarious moments is 
when Robert tries unsuccess­
frilly to talk to another worker 
from mainland China, who 
speaks Mandarin. They finally 
resort to sign language.Chan 
doesn’t waste a scene. He con­
stantly seems to be making a 
point. He proves he’s observant 
and sensitive by choosing all 
the right anecdotes.
Americans and Chinese 
alike will be touched by this 
heartwarming movie, one way 
or another.
Grade: A
Combination Platter opens 
today at the Crystal Theatre at 
5 p.m.
Native Suns— 
Live blues at the 
Top Hat. 10 p.m. 
$3 cover.
Raymond Lee
Parker—Jazz pianist at The 
Old Post Pub. No cover. 9:30 
p.m.
Little LuA.—Rock, schlock 
and jocks at Jay’s Upstair’s. 
No cover. 9 p.m.
Holyfield/Moorer fight 
(Closed Circuit)—Live from 
Caeser’s Palace. At the Buck’s 
Club. $10 in advance, $12 at 
the door. Doors open at 6 
p.m.with undercard at 7 p.m. 
Main event at 9 p.m.
Moonlighters—Live music 
at the Union Club. 9:30. No 
cover.
Love Jungle—Live rock at 
Maxwell’s. 10 p.m. no cover.
One Night Stand—More 
than being single, less than all 
night and definitely not for 
breakfast, the country sounds 
of this duo play at the Elks 
BPO Lodge. No cover. 8:30 
p.m.
Edge of the World 
Party— Gay Pride Week cele­
bration. Elks Club 9 p.m. $5 
admission.
Gay & Lesbian Film 
Festival—At the Crystal. 
Cost for an advanced pass is 
$15. Tickets at the door are $3 
general admission per show 
and $2 for students. The festi­
val will begin Friday night at 
7 p.m.with the feature-length 
film Shades of Black. The fes­
tival will run through the 
weekend. Call 728-5748 for 
more titles and times.
Texas Tom and the 
B.V.D.s.—Mellow sounds but 
without the underwear at the 
Eagles Lodge. No cover. 9 p.m.
Rhythm Fysh—I got three
April
22
/ Friday J
words for this band: dance, 
dance and boogie at the 
Holiday Inn in the Montana 
Lounge. No cover. 9 p.m.
New Film Openings: 
House of the Spirits— 
w/Glenn Close, Meryl Streep 
and Jeremy Irons. At the 
Wilma 7 p.m. and 9:25 p.m. 
Bad Girls—w/Madeline Stowe 
and Andie McDowell at The 
Village 6. Combination 
Platter—(See review in 
today’s Kaimin) at the Crystal. 
5 p.m.
Art Exhibition Opening: 
Paintings by Stephanie J 
Frostad—Paintings that 
address a multiplicity of 
issues. Frostad’s exhibition is 
scheduled to run through May 
16. Public reception today only 
from 5 p.m to 8 p.m. At Sutton 
West Gallery.
•••••••••
Cows, the 
Banned, Lorax, 
Hughes and 
Honky Sausage— 
The bovine
Minneapolis band will be 
headlining with four Missoula 
bands at the Elks, hoping to 
blow the roof off. Five bands 
for $5 if you buy the tickets at 
Board of Missoula in advance, 
$6 at the door. Music 
“absolutely” starts at 9 p.m.
Texas Tom and the 
B.V.D.S.—Mellow sounds but 
without the underwear at the 
Eagles Lodge. No cover. 9 p.m.
Love Jungle—Live rock at 
Maxwell’s. 10 p.m. No cover.
Native Suns—Live Blues 
at the Top Hat. $3 cover. 10 
p.m.
Second Annual reading 
of The Lorax—Another one 
of Dr. Seuss’s all-time classic
April
23
' Saturday /
books being performed in 
Bonner Park at 7 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome and the 
show is free. If rains ensues 
(imagine that in Missoula), 
then the performance will be 
moved back to Sunday at 7 
p.m.
One Night Stand—More 
than being single, less than all 
night and definitely not for 
breakfast, the country sounds 
of this duo play at the Elks 
BPO Lodge. No cover. 8:30 
p.m.
Rhythm Fysh—I got three 
words for this band: dance, 
dance and boogie at the 
Holiday Inn in the Montana 
Lounge. No cover. 9 p.m.
Andrea, Steve & Chuck— 
Folk trio at The Old Post Pub. 
No Cover 9:30 p.m.
Little LjL—Rock, schlock 
and jocks at Jay’s Upstairs. No 
cover. 9 p.m.
Sam Clements—Live 
music at Union Club. 9:30 p.m. 
no cover.
New Film Openings.
Gay & Lesbian Film
Festival—Continues at the 
Crystal. Call 728-5748 for 
titles and times.
Second Wind
Reading Series I 
w/Greg Pape and i 2j4 
Earl Ganz—At J Sunday /J
The Old Post Pub. V ' 
7:30 p.m. No cover.
Gay & Lesbian Film 
Festival—Concludes at the 
Crystal Theatre. Call 728— 
5748 for titles and times.
Annual Guitar Contest— 
Save up your hottest licks and 
all your wrist action for this 
amateur blowout at the Buck’s 
Club. 4 p.m.
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Fee barely covers cost 
of meeting NCAA criteria
Heidi Guth 
for the Kaimin
The athletic fee was 
implemented last year to pay 
for new NCAA requirements 
for Division I sports.
Each Division I school 
must have 14 teams. Those 
teams must be divided even­
ly between men and women 
to meet gender equity 
requirements. Each school 
must also provide at least 50 
percent of the maximum 
allowable grants and finan­
cial aid for players.
Chuck Maes, Athletic 
Department business direc­
tor, estimated that all these 
requirements would cost 
about $300,000 with half 
going to the new women’s 
soccer and golf teams and 
half going to the new schol­
arships and to another 
women’s basketball assistant 
coach.
Maes budgeted for about 
$540,000 from the athletic 
fee for the 1993-94 school 
year.
However, implementing 
the athletic fee meant the 
school could no longer charge 
students for tickets at sport­
ing events, which ment a 
loss of about $200,000. That 
leaves the department with 
barely enough money to 
cover the $300,000 bill for 
the NCAA requirements.
The state also cut UM’s 
Athletic Department by 
$190,000 last year. This 
caused a 12 percent reduc­
tion across the board for all 
athletic programs. It was not 
compensated by the athletic 
fee.
continued from page 1 
Redenius: 
Department’s business direc­
tor, said if Dennison’s plan 
was approved, UM athletics 
would take a hit.
Maes estimates that only 
25 to 50 percent of the stu­
dents would opt to give the 
full $70 to athletics if they 
wouldn’t lose anything in the 
process. Getting tickets to all 
the games would be the only 
incentive for students to give 
all their money to athletics, 
he said.
“If you’re a student, you’re 
looking more at the short 
term,” Maes said. “And in the 
short term, the library would 
benefit more.”
Talk of compromise comes 
after a student petition that 
demands giving students a 
choice between devoting the 
athletic fee to the athletic 
department or to the library 
has gathered about 3,000 sig­
natures.
Daring & Delicious
Deli Sandwiches Made to Order 
at FREDDY’S
CUP THIS AD CUP THIS AD- CUP THIS AD
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
HOURS: M-F 8to6 • Sat...l0to6
ALL
RECYCLED 
WIREBOUNDS, 
LEGAL PADS, 
FILLER PAPER, 
AND 
STRATHMORE 
RECYCLED 
SKETCH PADS
SAVE MONEY with coupons from The UC Bookstore!
Here is a sampling 
from our daily menu. 
Choose one or create your own.
Freddy's Favorite
Turkey, cheddar, sprouts, mayo 
on whole wheat.
Babylon Brunch
' Hummus, cucumber, tomato & 
sprouts on pita.
One block west of UM campus near comer of 
University and Helen Ave.
Petula's Pastrami
Pastrami, swiss, tomato, lettuce & 
dijon on a kaiser.
Tomato Italiano
Tomato, sundried tomato-mayo, 
provolone & lettuce 
on sourdough.
Garden City Veggie
Avocado spread, cucumber, tomato, 
red onion, 
sprouts & lettuce on pita.
Freddy’s Feed & Read
1221 Helen Ave - 549-2127
South of the Border
Avocado, hot pepper jack, tomato & 
lettuce on whole wheat.
ASUM * UC ADMINISTRATION & EARTH AWARENESS PRESENT
An Outdoor ____
EARTH DAY CELEBRATION
rar* vr ttlG
1 npC) Montana Kaimin, Fridays April22,1994
10%
UC
UNIVERSITY CENTER
Bookstore I
This Friday, April 22
ED11
3:30-7:00 PM ^BARBEQUE^ $I/Plate
4-7PM *BEER GARDEN* AVAILABLE 
you must have your valid ID
Small World Festival
5-8 PN ^LIVE MUSIC'WITH:
Missoula Bluegrass • McKay's 
Blues Band • Macon Bacon 
(members of Cold Beans *n Bacon) 
LoveJungle
Mediator: Change rooted in insight
Larque Richter
for the Kaimin
After Kurt Russo spoke to a 
UM Indian Lands and 
Resources class Thursday, he 
wondered what students 
thought of his crying during 
the lecture.
“That’s just the way I felt,” 
said Russo, who is the execu­
tive director of the Florence R. 
Kluckhohn Research Center in 
Washington.
Helping different cultures 
understand each other’s values 
is not just Russo’s job, it’s a 
passion that brings him to 
tears.
Russo will talk Friday about 
his experience of preserving 
Indian sacred areas from 
exploitation by helping corpora­
tions and tribes resolve dis­
putes. The lecture will be in 
room 356 of the Social Sciences 
Building from 3-5 p.m.
After getting a bachelor’s 
degree in forest management 
from UM in 1969 and a mas­
ter’s degree from the 
University of Washington in 
1975, Russo spent a year riding 
around the country on his 
BMW motorcycle. He ended up 
in Bellingham, Wash.
“I moved there because I like 
the mountains and I fell in love 
with a volcano— Mount 
Baker,” Russo said.
He got a job with the Lummi 
tribe, and learned that Mount 
Baker was scheduled for a 
clearcut which would remove 
all the Cedar trees that the 
Lummi use for healing. Russo
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didn’t understand what their 
concerns were, so he spent six 
months with elders and spirit 
dancers, learning their views of 
the world and Mount Baker.
Once he understood why the 
trees were so valuable, he knew 
the foresters didn’t understand 
why the tribe valued the land.
Russo found a way to help 
two cultures understand each 
other. The method, developed 
by anthropologist Florence R. 
Kluckhohn, uses interviews to 
“delve deeply into the roots and 
causes of conflict within and 
between cultures,” the 
Kluckhohn Center’s charter 
states.
Following a year of meet­
ings,the clearcut was halted.
Since then, this method has 
saved sacred areas and helped 
resolve conflicts.
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Education can change 
media-formed notions
Karuna Eberl
for the Kaimin
The broadcast media are 
largely responsible for the 
stereotypes Americans hold 
against the Middle East, but 
education on different races 
and cultures can change that, 
a UM history professor said.
Mehrdad Kia believes over­
simplification of news broad­
casts dealing with the Middle 
East has led to misconcep­
tions in American’s minds. 
The historical reasons behind 
the turmoil are far more com­
plex than the nightly news 
would lead one to believe, he 
said. And turmoil is not the 
only occurrence there.
“What we see on television 
here [about the Middle East] 
is like taking the L.A. riots, 
the Nevada desert and gang 
fights in New York and say­
ing, ‘this is the United 
States’,” Kia said.
UM radio-television 
Visiting Professor Thomas 
Cheatham, who covered news 
. events in Israel for eight 
years in the 1970s and early 
1980s, said he agrees with the 
criticisms to a certain extent, 
but said limited time frames 
on the nightly news don’t 
leave much room for history 
details.
“We tend to cover an emer­
gency when it happens, and 
then tell why,” he said. 
Television news magazines, 
such as 60 Minutes or Sunday 
Morning, offer more time to 
provide a background to the 
events, he said.
Cheatham also said he 
thinks many of the old cliches 
and misconceptions have dis­
appeared, partly because of 
the more frequent news cover­
age the Middle East has 
received.
“People know the Middle 
East is more than sand and 
camels,” he said. One of the 
shortcomings of television is 
that there isn’t enough time, 
money or viewer interest to go 
into greater depth on some 
issues, Cheatham said. But 
in-depth information is avail­
able through magazines, 
newspapers and other jour­
nals.
“All the information you 
want is there to find,” 
Cheatham said. “It won’t 
come to you on television, 
you’ve got to go find it.”
Having the desire to find 
it, however, is the problem.
Poor education about other 
cultures inherently leads to 
stereotypes. Education is the
TOM CHEATHAM, visiting professor in radio-television, spent eight years in the Middle East working 
for United Press International and, NBC. Cheatham said many journalists, upon arriving in the Middle 
East, have preconceived notions of the story, but given time and adaptation to the culture, can learn to 
recognize their own bias as a foreigner and, keep it out of newscasts.
best way to combat these mis­
conceptions, said Kia. 
Starting in grammar school, 
children need to be taught 
more about other races and 
cultures, he said.
“[Stereotypes] are a univer­
sal problem,” he said. “It’s the 
whole world, not just the 
United States.”
continued from page 1
Women: Not stereotyped
selves on technological com­
plexity, but we have psycholog­
ical simplicity.”
He said movies are a way to 
open the minds and hearts of 
people to a new culture.
“The world consumes 
American cinema,” he said. 
“But America only consumes a 
very little amount of other peo­
ple’s cinema. America doesn’t 
try to get the world’s images.”
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Voting crib sheet:
Elections are April 26.
Sarah Elizabeth Akhtar: 
junior, journalism and English 
literature
Groups: Kappa Alpha Theta, 
Student Political Action, 
Publications Board
Most important issue: 
Students being taken advantage 
of financially
“I think there is a need for 
better communication between 
students and the Senate. I think 
many students felt misrepre­
sented by this year’s Senate,” 
she says.
Akhtar’s experience comes 
from not only SPA and the 
Publications Board, but also 
from serving on the University 
Court. Because SPA and the 
Senate work closely together, 
she says, she has firsthand 
knowledge of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the Senate.
Co/nmento on the current 
Senate: “I think the Senate was 
too concerned with procedural 
tactics such as changing the by­
laws and impeaching the presi­
dent. ... The Senate’s biggest 
accomplishment is that many of 
the Senators stand firmly for 
what they believe in,” she says.
To eliminate student apathy, 
Akhtar would create activities to 
draw student interest.
Lynette M. Anderson: 
freshman, German and political 
science/honors
Groups: Alpha Lambda Delta, 
SPURS, Honors Student 
Association, Humanities Club
Most important issues: Open 
communication among senators, 
students, administration and 
community
“Students need to be aware of 
everything that is going on in 
the Senate, rather than mere 
highlights.... It is important 
that the Senate is aware of the 
issues that affect the students in 
general and receives informa­
tion from each student organiza­
tion.”
Anderson says her experience 
with ASUM itself is limited, but 
she has worked as a page for the 
Montana Senate and knows the 
ins and outs of the legislative 
procedure. ,
To eliminate student apathy, 
Anderson says she would “show 
results.” At times, she says, the 
Senate seems to neglect the stu­
dent body in favor of dealing 
with the Senate as a body. 
Trinity Baillie:* sophomore, 
political science
Groups: Student Political 
Action, member of Alpha Phi
Most important issues: 
Tuition hikes, housing laws and 
stabilization, campus develop­
ment, the food service’s interac­
tion with the University Center 
“I want to work on the gap 
that arose this year between the 
students and ASUM ... I will be 
a senator 24 hours a day, 
whether it is through ASUM 
directly or just talking with my 
friends.”
Baillie has been a member of 
Student Political Action and is 
an ex officio member of the UC 
Board. She has also had “a brief 
encounter with the Elections 
Committee.”
Comments on the current 
Senate: “I believe their biggest 
accomplishment was coming out 
of budgeting without too many 
bruises. Their downfall was the 
lack of cooperation amongst 
them.”
Baillie says she doesn’t 
believe in student apathy. 
There are at least 100 active 
Sroups on campus, and some­
body must belong to them.”
Niles Brush: freshman, 
microbiology
Groups: Track Team, 
Davidson Honors College, 
MontPIRG, Phi Gamma Delta 
Most important issues: 
Student housing, parking, and 
equality of facilities
Brush decided to run “to be 
more informed of issues facing 
the students and to amplify the 
voice of the student body 
through my actions as a sena­
tor.”
Although Brush doesn’t have 
any official ties to ASUM, he 
says, he is familiar with most 
Senate procedures.
Comments on the current 
Senate: The biggest accomplish­
ment, Brush says, was forcing 
J.P. Betts to resign. However, he 
says, there was not enough stu­
dent support behind the activi­
ties of ASUM.
To eliminate student apathy, 
Brush proposes convincing stu­
dents that ASUM can only be as 
powerful as the students’ partic­
ipation.
If elected, Brush says he 
would serve on the ASUM 
Affairs and UC Board commit­
tees. Making sure the UC is 
“100 percent accessible” is a goal 
Brush hopes to achieve.
Tripp Chenault: freshman, 
forest resource management 
Groups: Forestry Student 
Association, Society of American 
Foresters, and UM Woodsmen 
Team
Most important issue: making 
sure students are not ignored by 
administrators
Chenault says he decided to 
“stop complaining and start 
campaigning.”
Comments on the current 
Senate: “The biggest accomplish­
ment of this year’s Senate was 
budgeting,” he says. “Their 
biggest shortfall was all the 
petty bullshit that went on, like 
impeaching J.P. Betts.”
To eliminate student apathy: 
“Eliminating student apathy is 
going to be hard to do if only the 
Senate is trying to eliminate it,” 
he says. “We should get the 
leaders of all ASUM sponsored 
groups together and convince 
them that they need to do some­
thing about it within their own 
group. Attack the problem at a 
smaller level.”
If elected, Chenault says he 
hopes to improve the forestry 
school’s image.
Dixie Dishon: freshman, 
pre-med
Groups: UC Board member, 
Alliance for Disability and 
Students of the University of 
Montana
Most important issue: 
Student fees, parking, and hous­
ing both on and off campus
Comments on the current 
Senate: “The issue of J.P. Betts 
severely restricted ASUM’s stu­
dent support.”
On student apathy: “Keeping 
the student body informed on 
the current issues and having 
senators accessible and open- 
minded to the voices of con­
cerned students will aid in 
reducing student apathy.” 
As a strong believer in dis­
ability rights, Dishon says, she 
will advocate for accessibility on 
campus.
“The ASUM Senate can 
become a unified voice of strong 
student leaders,” she says. “This 
takes both work on the Senate 
and executive branch and the 
student body as well.” 
Heberto “Tito” Flores, 
|r.: junior, business
Groups: Young Life
Senate candidates set priorities
Ministries
Most important issues: hous­
ing ordinance, parking
Flores says his interest in 
government and policy prompt­
ed him to run for Senate. He 
says the primary purpose of the 
Senate is to represent the stu­
dents and address the issues 
concerning them. The Senate 
should focus its political clout on 
issues affecting the students 
most.
“I would be willing to put in 
as much time as it takes to 
accomplish what needs to be 
done, so long as it doesn’t inter­
fere with family and school,” he 
says.
Comments on the current 
Senate: Flores says this year’s 
Senate’s biggest accomplish­
ment was resolving the J.P. 
Betts situation, but its biggest 
shortfall was taking too long to 
resolve the Betts situation, giv­
ing the students a negative out­
look on the Senate.
To eliminate student apathy, 
Flores would educate students 
about the Senate and how it can 
service them.
Betty Ann Gregory:
junior, business and marketing
Groups: Not affiliated with 
any particular groups
Most important issue: 
Athletic fees, tuition increases, 
the housing ordinance code, the 
merging of UM and the Vo-Tech 
“Being a senator involves 
commitment to the student body 
and to the senate as a whole.” 
Gregory is the only current 
ASUM senator running for 
another Senate term. She says 
she has a thorough knowledge of 
the inside workings of Senate 
meetings.
Comments on the current 
Senate: Its biggest accomplish­
ment was “finally being able to 
work together as a team ...It 
takes time to learn parliamen­
tary procedures and to adjust to 
different personalities.” The 
biggest shortfall was “letting our 
differences get in that way of us 
working together as a team”
To eliminate student apathy, 
Gregory says it is important to 
stop, look and listen to students. 
But “students must take the 
first step by speaking up.” 
Renee Hilburn: sophomore, 
drama
Groups: Not affiliated with 
any
Most important issue: “I think 
the most important issue right 
now is the activity fee. I support 
student choice.”
Hilburn hopes, she says, to be 
involved with groups closely 
enough so that when budgeting 
comes around I know what and 
where each group or organiza­
tion stands.
Comments on the current Senate: 
“The ASUM Senate, this year, to 
me, was not very admirable. The 
Senate basically discredited 
themselves. They never came 
together as a group.”
To eliminate student apathy: 
“Help the student body realize 
they can be heard. They need to 
get out and vote for what they 
see fit. This is part of my plat­
form, listening to the students 
needs,” she says. “The thing I 
think that needs to happen is 
the Senate has to re-establish 
their credibility. ASUM is not a 
joke. They are there to do a job.” 
Timberly Marek: junior, 
music and German
Groups: Mu Phi Epsilon, 
Mortar Board, Davidson Honors 
College, MontPIRG
Most important issue: 
Student activism 
“I believe the most important 
way to have an impact is to be in 
the center of things. I would like 
to represent the students in the 
Senate.”
In the past, Marek has been 
involved with ASUM, most 
notably, she says, when she 
assisted MontPIRG and ASUM 
in sponsoring a gubernatorial 
candidates debate.
Comments on the current 
Senate: “ASUM’s greatest short­
fall has been the many resigna­
tions of senators and the misin­
formation during the budgeting 
process. Their biggest accom­
plishment is how they have done 
so well in spite of these prob­
lems.”
To eliminate student apathy, 
Marek says she’d “provide the 
information relating to the 
issues so they can make 
informed decisions and realize 
how significant their votes are.” 
Alan Millar: sophomore, his­
tory and political science
Groups: Alpha Lambda Delta; 
President, Aber Hall Dorm 
Council; Secretary-Treasurer, 
Circle K
Most important issue: Tuition 
increases, housing, “But I would 
rather hear what the students 
think the most important issues 
are than try to guess what they 
are.”
Miller is a member of the 
ASUM Affairs Committee and 
was recently named to the 
Campus Development 
Committee. He has also attend­
ed several ASUM meetings 
throughout the year.
Comments on the current 
Senate: “This year has been a 
difficult one for the Senate ...I 
feel their greatest achievement 
was standing up to the Board of 
Regents in approving the athlet­
ic fee choice petition.”
To eliminate student apathy, 
Miller would talk to students 
and find out why they haven’t 
been involved in student affairs. 
“The more people believe that 
their interests are being repre­
sented, the less apathy there 
will be.”
Angela Schendel : senior, 
music education
Groups: Symphonic Wind, 
CMENC, Mu Phi Epsilon, 
SPURS alumni
Most important issues: athlet­
ic fees, housing, parking and 
budgeting
“I have served as president of 
the Symphonic Winds and been 
a member of several ASUM sup­
ported groups,” Schendel says. “I 
feel that my experience with the 
budgeting process will help me 
make fair decisions about the 
budgeting for ASUM groups.” 
One of Schendel’s specific 
objectives as a senator is “to 
solve some of the budgeting 
process problems that have 
risen from the 93-94 year.” 
Comments on this year’s 
Senate: “I think their biggest 
accomplishment is that they 
were able to keep their heads 
above water and keep the orga­
nization running throughout the 
ups and downs of the year. Their 
biggest shortfall was the budget­
ing process.”
Schendel would treat student 
apathy by “by keeping the stu­
dents informed through the 
Kaimin and being open to stu­
dent opinions and suggestions.” 
Dana Shonk: sophomore, 
history
Groups: “I am independent of 
all student groups.”
Afosf Important issues: 
Academic concerns
“By working with ASUM
resources and the administra­
tion, I hope to direct more 
money toward the library, plus 
providing for student housing 
rights,” he says.
Shonk has no previous politi­
cal or ASUM experience, but 
says what will help as a senator 
is his solid vision, which is more 
books for the library. He says he 
was inspired to ran one day 
when he couldn’t find the books 
he needed in the library.
Comments on the current 
Senate: Shonk says this year’s 
Senate has done an excellent 
job.
To eliminate student apathy, 
Shonk says, ASUM needs to 
prove to students that it does 
have the power to change. 
Students need to receive some­
thing from their government. 
Rod Souza : junior, sociology
Groups: Golden Key National 
Honors Society, UM Symphonic 
Winds
Most important issues: 
Housing, budgeting, and more 
involvement in administrative 
policies
“I was prompted to run for 
ASUM after seeing the budget­
ing process, which I considered 
to be unfair.” Souza admits he 
doesn’t have much experience, 
except for lobbying for the Music 
Department during budgeting. 
However, he says, “I will commit 
as much time as is necessary to 
get the job done.”
Comments on the current 
Senate: “Members of ASUM 
were easily accessible for the 
problems or concerns that stu­
dents had. Too much energy was 
directed towards impeaching 
J.P. Betts. Unfortunately, this 
negatively affected ASUM by 
hampering their progress.”
To eliminate student apathy, 
Souza says he would stay in con­
stant communication with the 
students he represents and help 
them realize that ASUM is an 
important part of their college 
experience.
Christina Witt : junior, polit­
ical science
Groups: Not presently affili­
ated
Most important issues: New 
or higher fees, housing ordi­
nance, “and having professors 
actually grade your work as 
opposed to TA’s.”
Witt said student apathy over 
the performance of this year’s 
Senate prompted her to run.
“I don’t have any experience 
with ASUM but this can be seen 
as a plus because I think I could 
add a new perspective, a repre­
sentative for the average stu­
dent,” Witt says.
Witt says the primary pur­
pose of the Senate is “to be good 
stewards of students’ fee 
money.”
Witt says she’d like to sit on 
the publications committee 
“because it’s important for 
ASUM to support student infor­
mation.” She’s also interested in 
Student Political Action, the lob­
bying arm of ASUM, because it 
is an important part of getting 
students politically involved.
The following candidates did not 
submit information sheets: 
Sarah Bull
Cheri Denton
Dehlen Howe* 
Jeremy Hueth 
Melanie Kovark 
Luke Laslovich 
Matt Lee
William Little Soldier Mike 
Derrik Swift-Eagle 
*Write-in candidates
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Track meet to try out 
international scoring
Dan Ross 
for the Kaimin
The UM track team is going 
international.
For the first time ever at 
Dornblaser Stadium, scoring 
will be done on an internation­
al system when the University 
of Montana hosts its first scor­
ing meet of the season in the 
Quadrangular this Saturday at 
11 a.m. UM will host 
University of Idaho, Montana 
State University and Eastern 
Washington University.
UM head track coach Dick 
Koontz said the decision to 
score the meet international­
style was up to the UM coach­
es, and they all agreed to try it.
“In this system, only a 
team’s top two finishers from 
the top eight spots score 
points,” Koontz explained. “If 
a school has three finishers in 
the top eight, only the top two 
figure in the scoring.
“It’s designed to create more 
interest in track and field 
because more teams score, but 
it’s not an official thing yet. It’s 
just something the NCAA has 
been letting us play around 
with, and we’re not even sure if 
we’ll ever use it again.”
The experimental system 
could be a plus for the Lady 
Griz as they head into this 
weekend’s home meet with 
three of their top athletes 
down.
“Larri Jo Christensen (shot 
put) and Angie Harold (hep­
tathlon) have leg injuries and 
are out for the season, and 
Summer Morris (long sprints) 
is out indefinitely with an 
inner ear imbalance,” Koontz 
said. “Plus, we’ve recently 
decided to redshirt our triple­
jumper Heather Tweet this 
spring. That’s four fine ath­
letes that won’t be available to
us.
“We’re still a pretty darn 
good women’s track team, 
though, and I expect us to be
Steven Adams/Kaimin 
UM SENIOR JERAD GILLEN reaches new heights during track practice at Dornblaser Field recently.
pushing for the top spot on 
Saturday.”
The men’s team is healthier 
than the women’s, but still 
lacks the consistent top-two 
finishers that are crucial in 
scoring meets.
“We’ve had some really good 
workouts on the men’s side of 
late and I expect us to be 
strong in the short sprints and 
hurdles,” Koontz said. “But, 
it’s tough to predict how we’re 
going to do at this meet 
because of the new scoring sys­
tem.
“In terms of scoring points, 
though, I would say Montana 
State has an edge simply 
because of sheer numbers. 
They have at least a couple of 
athletes in every event, and 
that could lead to a lot of 
points.”
Sunday's triathlon draws full field
Corey Taule
Kaimin Reporter
Sounds like a fun way to 
pass a day. First you take a 
pleasant dip in the pool. Next 
is a bike ride through scenic 
Missoula and you top it off 
with an invigorating jog.
Some people, however, tend 
to go overboard. Sunday, 140 
people will attempt to swim 
1,000 yards, ride 20 kilometers 
on their bikes, and complete 
their day with a 5 kilometer 
run.
The event is the seventh 
annual Grizzly Classic, a 
triathlon sponsored by UM’S 
campus recreation depart­
ment.
Race coordinator Brian 
Fruit said the event has 
become so popular that he has 
had to turn people away.
“That’s the maximum num­
ber (140) of people we can 
accept,” Fruit 
said. “I’ll have 
10 more on 
the waiting 
list I’ll have to 
turn away.”
Fruit said 
there are 
seven age 
groups with people ranging 
from as young as 14 to as old 
as 50 and up.
There are men’s and 
women’s divisions and even a 
team division in which each 
member of the team completes 
one part of the race.
Fruit said the favorites for 
the men’s race are defending 
The Grizzly Classic 
begins 8 a.m. 
Sunday at the 
Grizzly pool.
champion Dave Berkoff, who 
set a record time in winning 
last year, and Todd 
Struckman, who won two 
years ago, but 
did not com­
pete last year.
Fruit said 
the women’s 
race has all 
but been con­
ceded to Ann 
Seifert, who 
won last year and holds the 
event record for best time.
“As far as competition, I 
don’t know if she has any,” 
Fruit said. “She is just incredi­
bly strong.”
The race will start at 8 a.m. 
Sunday at the Grizzly pool, 
and will continue throughout 
the day.
Ironman economics professor 
in fifth straight Griz Classic
Corey Taule
Kaimin Reporter
While most of his peers are 
correcting tests, planning 
classes or sitting in front of 
the television Sunday, UM 
economics Professor Dick 
Barrett will be running, 
swimming and biking against 
people half his age.
Barrett will be one of three 
people (two men, one women) 
competing in tho over 50 age 
group in the Grizzly Classic 
triathlon race.
“I’m the oldest guy in it 
this year,” Barrett said.
This is the fifth straight 
year Barrett has competed in 
the Grizzly Classic. He said 
that throughout the year he 
is able to train 5-6 times a 
week.
“Throughout the year I can 
do a lot of swimming and I 
have a friend I run with at 
noon,” Barrett said.
Barrett said that he has 
not been able to ride his bicy­
cle enough this spring to be 
properly prepared for that 
portion of the race.
“It’s going to be kind of 
grin and bear it on the bicycle 
part,” he said.
And because awards are 
given to the top three finish­
ers in each age group, Barrett 
likes his chances of winning 
one on Sunday.
“It’s not hard to win a 
plaque when their’s only two 
competitors,” Barrett said.
NBA: Pippen should get the vote Rugby club extends win streak at Idaho
Why is it that whenev­
er anyone talks about who 
should be the most valu­
able player in the NBA 
this year, the conversa­
tion is limited to David 
Robinson of the San 
Antonio Spurs and 
Hakeem Olajuwon of the 
Houston Rockets? Sure 
Olajuwon and Robinson 
are having great years, 
but neither is so dominant 
that they exclude anyone 
else from being considered 
for the award.
What about Shaquille 
O’Neal of the Orlando 
Magic. “Shaq” leads the 
league in scoring and is 
second in rebounding.
Sports opinion 
by Corey Taule
O’Neal, though, is per­
ceived to be limited offen­
sively because he strug­
gles away from the 
basket.
While O’Neal deserves 
consideration, he does not 
deserve the award. The 
MVP is Scottie Pippen of 
the Chicago Bulls. The 
Bulls have not missed a 
beat this year without 
Michael Jordan, mainly 
because of Pippen. What 
doesn’t he do for the 
Bulls? Pippen runs the
offense from the small for­
ward position. He always 
guards the opposition’s 
best player and he is on 
the point of the Bull’s 
trapping defense, the real 
key to their success the 
past four years.
Nobody in the NBA is 
more important to their 
team than Pippen, not 
Robinson, not Charles 
Barkley, not O’Neal and 
not Olajuwon. No, Scottie 
Pippen probably will not 
win the MVP this year but 
at the very least he has 
won a lot of people’s 
respect who thought he 
would fall flat on his face 
without Rung Michael.
CORRECTION: A story in Tuesday’s Kaimin reported that UM golfer Brandy Casey 
placed second in the Eastern Washington Eagle Invitational, in Cheney, Wash. Casey 
didn’t place second, she tied for first with Eastern Washington’s Julie Gish.
Jon Ebelt
Kaimin Reporter
With two wins last weekend 
the UM men’s rugby club is on a 
roll.
Currently, the Jesters are rid­
ing a five-game win streak that 
goes back three weeks to the 
Billings tournament when they 
defeated Bozeman 27 to 15 and 
the University of North Dakota 
15 to 3. Since then the team has 
picked up three more wins. One 
came two weeks ago in a lopsided 
50 to 0 win over Butte. Last 
weekend the Jesters picked up 
two more wins by defeating the 
University of Idaho twice in one 
day.
In the first game, the Jesters 
defeated, the UI club 38 to 10, but 
Jester back Vince Trimboli said 
the game was much closer than 
the score indicated.
“We came out a little slow, but 
we went up (12 to 0 ) in the first 
half,” Trimboli said.
In the second half Trimboli 
said the Jesters worked harder 
and proved to be in better shape.
“The guys have a lot of heart,” 
Trimboli said. “We wore them 
down at the end of the game.”
Player-coach Quentin 
Rhoades led the Jesters in scor­
ing with two tries. Joel Sather, 
Nick Bradbrooke, Tim Levesque 
and Mike Perry each scored one 
try.
With a women’s rugby game 
in between for the men to rest, 
the Jesters took the field for a 
second time and defeated UI 43 
to 0. In the second game Tnmboli 
said the younger Jester players 
saw considerably more minutes 
and they didn’t disappoint.
“Our young guys took charge 
(of the game) and showed their 
hard work in practice has paid 
off,” Trimboli said.
Rookie Jester Jason Hughes 
scored his first ever try. Scott 
Stevenson led the team with 
three tries.
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Baseball club to compete in Big Sky tournament
Corey Taule
Kaimin Reporter
Seven teams, including 
University of Montana, will 
compete in Bozeman this 
weekend for the Big Sky 
Conference baseball champi­
onship- Montana State 
University, University of 
Idaho, Idaho State University, 
Boise State University, 
Eastern Washington 
University and Eastern 
Montana College will join UM 
at Bozeman’s old Legion field 
for the tournament.
UM is scheduled to play the 
second game on Saturday, but 
as of yet do not know who 
their opponent will be.
Co-captain Brandon 
Southall said he really doesn’t 
know what to expect this 
weekend since UM has only
played two teams in the tour­
nament. Montana has lost 
twice to MSU and has four 
wins and two losses against 
Eastern 
Montana.
“The 
only two 
teams 
we’ve seen 
are MSU 
and 
Eastern, 
and we feel 
that we can 
beat both of 
them,” 
Southall 
said.
Southall said the only other 
team competing that he has 
heard about is Boise State.
“I know that Boise beat up 
on MSU,” he said. “They are 
supposed to have a pretty good
The only two teams we’ve seen 
are MSU and Eastern, 
and we feel that we 
can beat both of 
them.. ”
team.”
UM’S pitching staff will be 
shorthanded this weekend. 
Freshman Dale Young, who is 
2-0 this year, 
will be unable 
to pitch because 
of a bad shoul­
der, leaving the 
rest of the staff 
in a state of dis­
array, Southall 
said.
“We doubt 
he’s going to be 
able to pitch,” 
Southall said. 
“It’s (the pitch­
ing) pretty 
much patchwork now.”
Following the tournament, 
UM is scheduled to play its 
first game in Missoula against 
MSU in at the Legion field on 
April 30.
—Brandon Southall, 
co-captain
Baseball Club 
1994 Statistics
Dave Walkush, .421,1 homerun, 7 rbi’s 
Seff Propios, .385, 2 stolen bases 
Brandon Southall, .370, 2 hr, 17 rbi’s 
Dale Young, .357, 7 stolen bases 
Jeff Snyder, .343, 6 stolen bases 
Greg Esvang, .333, 8 runs scored 
Brian Burghardt, .300,10 stolen bases 
Isaac Johnston, .290,13 runs scored 
Ed McNamee, .263, 8 runs batted in 
Jason Howell, .259, 9 runs scored 
John Deming, .180, 7 runs batted in 
Dylan Cemitz, .000, 2 runs scored
The Kaimin assumes no 
responsibility for advertisements 
which are placed in the Classified 
Section. We urge all readers to use 
their best judgement and investigate 
fully any offers of employment, 
investment or related topics before 
paying out any money.
LOST AND FOUND
Found: 2 backpacks, wallet, watch, 
coat, some mechanics tools. Call or 
drop by to identify 243-4181 Fine 
Arts 305.
Found: Pair of prescription trifocal 
sunglasses light blue frames, black 
case comer of Maurice & 5th street. 
Saturday a.m. Call 243-4609.
Lost: Set of keys on gold colored key 
chain with the letter “C”. Reward. 
721-6314.
Found: Men’s blue jacket. Come to 
Registration Center in the Lodge to 
claim.
Christie—I found your keys at the 
bus stop on 55th. A little tennis shoe 
and medallion with a griz were on it 
too. Call me to pick up at 523-4810.
Lost: Pair of Rayban women’s 
sunglasses at Blue Mtn. Folf Course. 
Rick 549-0327.
Lost: McGill on 4/11 “Teaching 
Health Strategies.” Call 721-2927.
Found: Keys in Urey Lecture Hall. 
Claim at Kaimin Office, Journalism 
206.
PERSONALS
Missoula Hot Tuna T-Shirts
Beautifully printed original color 
design $10 call 543-5876 or 549- 
7727.
ON YOUR MARKS, GET SET, 
GO!!! Kim Williams Trail Run takes 
place Thursday April 28 at 12:15. 
'Entry forms at campus Recreation 
and the Student Health Service.
RUN or walk along the 
RIVER- April 28,12:15.1 mile walk 
and 5k run. Kim Williams Trail Run 
and Walk entry forms are at Campus 
Recreation and the Student Health 
Service. Call 243-2802 for more 
information.
Chromed and Painted, Hopped up 
Chopped, Extended, Harleys! Don’t 
miss the biggest Show & Swap
to start. Apply now 549-4271.between Seattle and Sturgis Sat Apr
30.
Pregnant? Let us help • Abortion 
Alternative • Supportive • Free • 
Confidential • 1st Way Pregnancy 
Support Center, call for hours • 549- 
0406 (formerly Birthright)
Fiddle on up to the UC Lounge for 
the last Coffeehouse Concert of the 
year. RAMSEY AND COLLINS are 
performing live Thursday, April 28,7 
p.m. They’re a couple of old 
bluegrass buds featuring fiddle, guitar 
and vocal harmonies. Sponsored by 
UC Programming.
COWS LIVE with THE BANNED, 
LORAX, HUGHES, MONKEY 
SAUSAGE. ALL AGES at the 
ELKS. 5 BANDS 5 BUCKS tix in 
advance at BOARD OF 
MISSOULA or $6.00 at door. Don’t 
miss out!
The University of Montana 
Charitable Giving Campaign is 
accepting applications for local 
agency or federation within the State 
of Montana to participate in the 1994- 
95 campaign. Applications may be 
requested by writing to Lori Morin, 
School of Parmacy, U of M 59812. 
Deadline: 5p.m., May 13,1994.
Travel Partner Needed. Leaving mid­
October for 9 months on the road and 
2 in Europe. My friends can’t come. I 
have a VW Van with a kitchen and 2 
beds. Plan for a cheap but exciting 
time. Call for Glen at 243-5676 days 
549-6377 eves if interested in going 
on any part of trip.
HELP WANTED
Little League umpires needed. 
Weekday evenings, some Sats. Exp. 
helpful but not necessary. Will train. 
$6-10 per game depending on level. 
Call Joel Stevens at 728-4332, Leave 
message.
The Women’s Center is accepting 
applications for the position of 
Library Coordinator for the 1994-5 
school year. Pick up applications at 
UC 211. Applications due April 25. 
No phone calls please.
Wanted: Responsible person to drive 
rental van back to New York in early 
June. Will pay. Call Hallie or Ryan 
607-256-0660.
Business Students and Others: Need 
experience AND income this 
summer? PT now, FT summer. $8.75 
Retail Sales/Customer Service. PT 
$175 per week FT $350 per week. No 
experience needed. Call 549-4377.
Part time carpenter, must have 
experience and some tools. Call Ron 
273-0909 Dan 721-2661.
Fluent in Japanese? Interested in 
Japanese culture? Need student to 
live in Tokyo for internship with the 
Fuji Electric Company. See 
Cooperative Education, 162 Lodge.
Accounting Internship with local 
business. Paid. Junior level or above. 
Computer and accounting procedures 
required. Deadline: 4/29/94. See 
Cooperative Education, 162 Lodge.
Still looking for a good summer job? 
The Southwestern Company can help 
you make $1800 per month. If you’re 
a hard worker and like to travel, call 
549-4010 for interview.
STUDENTS — SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY In 
cooperation with the Adult Education 
program at the Lincoln Center in 
Billings, on behalf of North 
American Van Lines, Inc. McDonald 
North American offers a TUITION 
AND BOARD/ROOM FREE truck 
driving school for summer fleet 
household goods drivers. This class 
begins May 16 and after completion 
in 30 days you will be offered 
employment with North American 
Van Lines, Inc. as a summer fleet 
driver. Compensation - $425.00 PER 
WEEK SALARY, $125.00 PER 
WEEK EXPENSES. Application 
Deadline: May 6,1994. Send Resume 
to: McDonald North American, P.O. 
Box 20455, Billings, MT. 59104, 
Attn: Gene or Ron. Telephone: (406) 
252-6394.
BUSINESS OPPS.
Live like a gypsy, make out like a 
bandit. Tired of going home and 
making minimum wage in the 
summer? We have 6 positions left. 
Make $73 a day, and build your 
resume with Southwestern. Call 549- 
4010 for interview. HURRY!
ROOMMATE NEEDED
Female roommate wanted ASAP to 
share 3-bedroom house. Great 
location! Call Marsha at 542-3143. 
Available May 1st. $190/mo plus 1/3 
utiltites.
KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin 
business office, Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Studcnt/Faculty/Staff Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line $.90 per 5-word line
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be 
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin 
business office, Journalism 206.
Female student looking for 
nonsmoking roommate. Spacious, 
sunny, available immediately. 322 W. 
Spruce $275/mo + deposit. 542-2992.
Two roommates needed to finish 
lease. New apartments $272/mo. 
Available May 15. Lease ends July 
31. MUST SEE! Call Scott. 549- 
3875.
WANTED TO RENT
Retired couple wanting to house sit 
this summer. Non-smokers, no pets, 
allergic to cats. 913-625-4321.
FOR RENT
Studio apartment near U. $375 549- 
8263.
ATTENTION: Summer sublet 3- 
bdrm. $145/mo. Non-smokers. Call 
542-3190 leave message
Room—lower Rattlesnake; furniture, 
laundry, walk to UM; $225 + $40 
utilities/$200 deposit 8-month lease; 
728-2810 Iv. msg.
Apt for sale call 543-0328 for details 
ans mach.
Two rooms for rent in house. No pets 
$170 and $220. Utilities PAID! Stuart 
549-1780.
TYPING
FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown 
543-3782
WORDPERFECT, LASER,
REASONABLE, LYN 721-6268
RUSH TYPING CALL BERTA
251-4125
Great-looking! Quick! Laser 
Printing 721-9748
Typist. Fast, accurate, experienced 
251-4931.
WANTED TO BUY
CARLO’S buy 501 Levi’s. Up to 
$10.00. 543-6350 OTHER NAME 
BRAND CLOTHING TOO! 204 S. 
3rd.
FOR SALE
Dorm size fridge. Good condition.
Need to sell before end of year. $50 
251-6335 nights.
GOLF? Full set left handed 
“Powerbelt” irons. Good condition 
$150.00 Call Tim 549-8139.
WOMEN’S MOUNTAIN BIKE 
Nishiki Blazer, like new. Generator 
light (front & back), built on bottle 
holder, computer (odometer, etc)'288 
original miles. Bike lock included. 
$200. Call Barbara, 243-6541 or 549- 
1709 eve.
Toshiba 4-head VCR, remote. Fair 
condition., $40.00,721-5171.
JVC car stereo with seek, memory, 
and more, $75. Two Black Magic 
6”x9” 120 watt speakers, $40. Four 
4-hole 165 R13 radial tires $30. 549- 
0414.
Rummage Sale: Sat., April 23, 9:00 
a.m.-l :00pm, Univer. Congregational 
Church, 405 University Avenue. 
Toys, clothes, housewares, books, 
misc variety, cookies. Discount prices 
after 12:00 p.m.
Small electric refridgerater $75, 
dishes, utensils, crockpot, ice crusher, 
TV trays, dartboard, 14” tire chains, 
Mitsubishi eclipse bra, pup tent, 
cordless screwdriver. 1-825-6200.
AUTOMOTIVE
1981 F150 Pickup ,V8, AT, Extras. 
Nice Topper. Excellent body. Regular 
Maintenace. Recent tune-up. 251- 
5299.
1977 Ford Pinto Station Wagon. 
Fold-down seats, roof rack, auto. 
Excellent shape. 24 mpg. Road 
service contract included. $700/obo 
543-7832.
MISCELLANEOUS
Motorcycle Show and Swap Meet 
Missoula County Fairgrounds Apr 
30, 10 A.M.-6 P.M. Tattoos, leathers, 
wet T-shirts Contest. Free beer, food, 
music following. Harleys, Indians, 
parts, fun 542-2808.
GET OUT AND VOTE! ASUM 
general election, 9-4 UC, Tuesday 
and Wednesday. Bring your student 
ID.
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BOB WABB
de Sons
Complete 
SPORTING GOODS 
Center
SPRING SHOE SALE
All Athletic Shoes
15% to 50% off
NIKE • REEBOK • AVIA • TIGER • CONVERSE • 
ADIDAS • NEW BALANCE • WILSON
Missoula's Largest Selection
SUNGLASSES
ALL HIKING 
BOOTS and 
SHOES
MERRELL •TECNICA 
• NIKE • REEBOK
SERENGETI • VUARNET • SCOTT • SMITH • 
RAY BAN • KILLER LOOP • GARGOYLES
20% off
20% to 40% off
Mens1 & Ladies1 
FULL GOLF SETS
3 metal woods, 8 irons
Reg. $250
SALE
$149.99ALL LEATHER CASUAL SHOES
15% to 
30% off
ALL SPORTS SANDALS
Missoula's Largest Selection
15% off
TEVA • MERRELL 
•NIKE •REEBOK
ENTIRE STOCK 
Wilson & Rawlings 
BALL MITTS
z 40% off
ENTIRE STOCK
SLUMBERJACK
SLEEPING BAGS
20% off
BOBWABB
___________ deSons
Hours:
9-9 Daily
9- 5:30 Sat.
10- 4 Sun.
Hwy 93 at South Ave. 
728-3220
GOLF BAGS
UPTO
IM
while 
supply 
lasts
